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45,000 Miles
Date:
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Bose® SoundSport® Free Wireless Headphones, Black
Intensive workouts require headphones that can keep up with you, and this is what the SoundSport®
Free wireless headphones are designed to do. The Bose® digital signal processing ensures that your
music will sound full and balanced at any volume. The wireless connection is first-class: no clicks, no
white noise Irrespective of whether your smartphone is in your hand, in your pocket, strapped to your
arm or even next to you in your gym bag. The earbuds are made of sweat- and water-repellent material
so they are not afraid of rain or moisture.
No wires. No limits.
The Bose® StayHear®+ Sport tips are engineered to stay comfortably in your ear and won’t fall out
no matter how hard you train. And if you manage to mislay your earbuds, the Bose® Connect app will
help you track them down. The case with magnetic holders will keep your earbuds protected while they
recharge. Off a single charge, the earbuds will play for up to five hours. A fully-charged case provides
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two additional earbud charges. Moreover, you can use the headphones to take calls or access Siri or
Google Assistant™ through your smartphone.
Details
* Size of earbuds (W x H x D): 2.5 x 3.1 x 3cm
* Size of protective case (W x H x D): 10 x 3.8 x 4.8cm
* Weight of earbuds: each 15g
* Weight of protective case: 80g
* Material: mesh in open ports
* Colour: black
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Fully wireless
Secure, comfortable and lightweight
Top-quality natural and powerful audio reproduction
Volume-optimised EQ
Bose® Connect app with tracker function for the wireless earbuds
Dual microphone system ensures calls are always clear and comprehensible
Earbuds provide easy and direct access to Siri or Google Assistant™
Powerful and reliable Bluetooth® connectivity
Lithium-ion battery (runtime up to 5 hrs., charging time up to 2 hrs.)
Protective case with recharge function providing up to 10 hrs. of additional battery life Easy
connections through voice prompts
* Sweat- and weather-resistant (rating: IPX4)*
Included in delivery
* Bose® SoundSport® Free wireless headphones
* Protective case with recharge function
* StayHear+ Sport earbuds in three size
* USB cable
*IPX4: Proof against water spray from all directions in accordance with the IPX4 standard. Immersion
in water is not recommended.

